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12. When two goods are perfect substitutes of each other the indifference curve is a straight 
line  on which MRS is constant. When two goods are perfect complementary goods, the 
indifference curve will consist of two straight lines with a right angle bent or it will be L shaped. 
13. Elasticity of Demand - It is the percentage change in quantity demanded divided by the 
percentage change is one of the variables on which demand depends. Types of an elasticity of 
demand.  
(a) Price of elasticity of Demand (b) Income elasticity of Demand (c) cross elasticity of Demand  
14. In economics elastic demand / supply means elasticity is greater than 1.  
15. In Economics Inelastic demand/ supply means means elasticity is less than 1. 
16. When Ed = o or Ed = , it is always mentioned perfectly inelastic demand or perfectly elastic 
of demand  
17. Various methods to measure elasticity of demand.  
(a) Total outlay method (b) Point Elasticity  (c) ARC Elasticity 
18. In total outlay method 

If E = 1; price change  or  , No change in total Expenditure  

If E < 1; Price change   then total Expenditure   and vice versa  

If E > 1; Price change   then total Expenditure  and vice versa  

19. Point elasticity method is used when price change is some what very smaller. 
20. When price change in somewhat larger, then we have to measure elasticity over an arc on 
the demand curve i.e we will use arc method. 
21. Types of Income elasticity 
(a) Positive Ey ie > o - Incase of Normal/ Luxury goods  
(b) Negative Ey ie < o - Incase of inferior goods 
(c) Zero Ey ie Ey = o - Incase of necessaries goods. 
22. Types of cross Elasticity 
(a) Positive Elasticity - Incase of substitutes goods like Tea and Coffee 
(b) Negative Elasticity - Incase of complimentary goods like car and petrol 
23. In solving all numerical in CPT regarding price elasticity Income elasticity or cross 
elasticity always use Arc method 
24. Utility may be defined as the satisfaction derived from the consumption of a good. 
25. When TU is maximum, then Mu is zero, then is also called saturation point.  
26. Assumption of the MU analysis given by Alfred marshal  
(a) Cardinal measurability of utility, (b) Constancy of the MU of the money (c) Hypothesis of 
independent utility  (d) Rationality  
27. According to cardinal utility concept utility of a commodity can be measured and compared in 
numerical terms like 10,8,6,4 etc According to ordinal utility concept, the utility derived from the 
consumption of goods can not be measured, it can only be ranked.  
 28. Consumer surplus is a concept based on law of Diminishing MU given by marshal 
CS = what consumer is ready to pay-what he actually pays  
29. Indifference curve Analysis is based on ordinal concept given by Hicks and Allen . An IC is a 
curve, which represent all those combination of two goods, which give same satisfaction to the 
consumer 
(a) An lC slope downward to the right (because to increase quantity of one commodity quantity of 
other commodity must decrease) 
(b) An lC is always convex to the origin (due to fall MRS of goods. This is based on diminishing 
marginal rate of substitution  
(d) An higher lC represents higher level of satisfaction than lower lC.  
30. Marginal rate of substitution is the rate of which consumer is prepared to exchange two 
goods  
31. Budget line / price line represent all those combination of two goods which the consumer 
can buy spending his given money income on the two goods at their given prices 
32. Consumer Equilibrium under lC Analysis- A consumer is in equilibrium when he is deriving 
maximum possible satisfaction from the goods and is in no position to change. 
 For consumer Equilibrium two conditions should be satisfied  
(a) Price line must be tangent to the indifference curve  
 
(b) MRS xy = MUX = PX 
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33. Supply is a FLOW Concept.quantity demanded is also a flow concept. 
34. Determinants of supply (factor affecting supply) 
(a) Price of the product (b) price of related product (c) Government policy (d) State of Technology  
(e) Future Expenditure about prices  
35. Both supply schedule and curves have positive relationship between price and quantity 
supplied. 
36. Expansion and contraction in supply/ movement (change in quantity supplied) when due to 
Price change supply changes  
37. Increase and decrease in supply / shifting (change in supply) when due to change in factors 
other than price supply changes.  
38. Two important points apply to supply:  
(i) The supply refers to what firms offer for sale not necessarily what they succeed in selling.  
(ii) Supply is a flow concept. The quantity supplied is so much per unit of time, per day, per week 
or per year  
39. Measurement of supply elasticity  
(a) Point elasticity: Es = dq x p 
                                       Dp   q 
Where dq is differentiation of the supply function  
            Dp  
With respect to price and p and q refers to price and quantity respectively.  
(b) Arc- elasticity: In measurement of arc elasticity, we use the average of the two prices and 
average of the two quantities figures.  
Es = P1 + P2  x  ∆ Q 
       Q1+Q2       ∆ P 
40. Contraction of demand is the result of increase in the price of the good concerned. 
41. In the case of a straight-line demand curve meeting the two axes, the price - elasticity of 
demand at the mid-point of the line would be equal to 1.  
43. In case of an inferior good, the income elasticity of demand is negative.  
44. The law of demand is a qualitative statement  
45. If a good is a luxury, its income elasticity of demand is positive and greater than 1. 
46. In case of giffen goods the demand curve will be upward sloping  right  
47. Demand for a thing depends upon three things  
(a) Desire  (b) Means to purchase  (c) willingness to use those means for that purchase  
48.Certeris paribus means other things being equal 
49.Substitute goods are also known as competing goods.  
50.When price of a commodity falls, consumer’s real income or purchasing power increases. 
This increase in the real income induces him to buy more of that commodity. This is called 
income effect. 
51.If two goods are perfect substitute for each other cross elasticity is infinite and if the 
goods are totally unrelated, cross elasticity between then is zero.  
52.Utility is the want satisfying power of the commodity. It is a subjective entity and varies 
from person to person.  
53.The diminishing marginal utility curve applies almost to all commodities. A few exception are 
money, music, hobbies etc. 
54.Alfred Marshall evolved the concept of consumer surplus.  
55.Indifference curve approach to consumer behavior is based on consumer preferences  
56.As per IC approach, a consumer is in equilibrium when he is deriving maximum possible 
satisfaction from the goods.  
 

Lesson - 3 
1. In economics production is any economic activity, which is directed to the satisfaction of the 
wants of the people 
2. Methods of production (Creation of Utility) 
(a) Form utility (changing RM to finished products)  
(b) Place utility: (Changing place where they are of little or no use to another place where they 
are of greater use)  
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